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About This Game

The Virtual Reality has transformed everyone into evil zombies, IrreVRsible makes you fight for your survival against hordes of
VR zombies using guns and katanas. Will you survive the IrreVRsible?

Unlock weapons by performing katana kills and headshots.

Defend your rank against other players on the online scoreboard.

Who will be the best survivor of the IrreVRsible?
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Not as bad as it looks. I mean it looks as bad as it looks, but it's not a complete throwaway like I expected.
As far as unrealistic zombie games go I'd probably pick this over Zombie Training Simulator since it's a bit more over the top.
. The game is decent enough but doesn't hold my attention for more then 30 minutes to an hour. The shooting isn't as crisp and I
would like and there is very little variation in enemies.

Has potential but where it's at right now I wouldn't recommend buying for the $5.99 asking price.

For a full video review check out my video below.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=692025117. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t game
that makes no sence. Good fun game. Good workout. It was one of the early VR wave shooter games we could buy. So don't
compare it to today's wave shooters even though half of them still suck.

Update 2-2017

For two dollars this game is a steal !!! It was one of the first VR wave shooters that actually felt like the old machine based
zombie shooters. Funny and fun. If we don't start supporting these VR games at the risk of the devlopers time the will stop
taking a risk for us. This game is not crappy it is what it is meant to be. That is a big difference from the slew of crap wave
shooters we have out now that are just being thrown together or just a copy of the last VR game that came out.

Here is video below I made a while back playing with my son. We were not that good but had loads of fun.

The game today may be better than this showed as it has been updated.

https://youtu.be/dGoRcVVz3VM. Lots of fun. Great intro to VR shooters and zombies. Controls feel natural. Guns are sighted
well.. Good fun game. Good workout. It was one of the early VR wave shooter games we could buy. So don't compare it to
today's wave shooters even though half of them still suck.

Update 2-2017

For two dollars this game is a steal !!! It was one of the first VR wave shooters that actually felt like the old machine based
zombie shooters. Funny and fun. If we don't start supporting these VR games at the risk of the devlopers time the will stop
taking a risk for us. This game is not crappy it is what it is meant to be. That is a big difference from the slew of crap wave
shooters we have out now that are just being thrown together or just a copy of the last VR game that came out.

Here is video below I made a while back playing with my son. We were not that good but had loads of fun.

The game today may be better than this showed as it has been updated.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/dGoRcVVz3VM. IrreVRsible is Easily the most fun I have had in VR and it is $6 well spent. It had me
drenched in sweat from being so active.. lOVE IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. is bretty good!

While early off this game has some kinks, the developer is super talkative and helped me with a problem already, this shows the
dev or devs care asbout our input imo, also this probably indicates that this game will get better in time.
The zombies are a bit strange but this game is enthrawling an trrifying when they are all rushing after you, it may seem like way
too extreme but the dev may tone it down if we want. I kind of like the terror though.

for 5 dollars or less why not, come try to beat my score fools!. Good fun, but I'd probably recommend getting this when it's on
sale (which is what I did). While it's viscerally satisfying, the controls are needlessly clunky and the physics are not great.
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That being said, overall I recommend this game, as it's good to bring out at parties.
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Solid game for $2. Could be better obviously but you get what you pay for.. hmmmm if your idea of fun is shooting loads of
drunk 'zombies' (and I use the term loosely) that run like they need one more drink to fall over. All the while standing in one
place and getting weapons with unlimited ammo then this is for you.

TBH like the really, really, really ugly dumb brother of the hot chick (HordeZ) that you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 just so you
can say you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed somebody in hot chicks family.

Would recommend to anybody that does not like to think at all or likes watching the big bang theory.. Gameplay is very
simplistic - wave both swords in front of you and you're pretty much guaranteed not to lose.

Graphics aren't particuarly good or varied for even an Early Acccess game. No challenge or 'fun' value to be had makes this
game a 'play and forget' experience.

Still, VR is in its infancy and hopefully we'll see some better more interactive titles in the coming months.. This game is simple
and may look a bit old, but it is still pretty fun! You have to kill zombie hordes from two sides. It starts getting complicated with
more and more zombies. May be a bit repetitive, but if you always use the katanas, you get a good workout too. For me it was
worth playing a while, but maybe is not for long periods. A kind of "Fruit Ninja" with zombies, less polished but still fun and
with cool music.. i made a full video review in case you want some more details!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qSGxI-LUIxs&t=11s

I hope you enjoy :)
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